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Thank you so much for being a part of this truly historic 
effort to bring much needed services to the people and 
animals of Puerto Rico! We are delighted that you are 
going to be a part of this amazing coalition.  

This guides provides an overview of the Spayathon™  
for Puerto Rico Coalition Project and includes important 
information that you will need to be aware of as we 
continue to move forward. 

If you have any questions or concerns, we are always 
available via e-mail or telephone. You can reach me at 
___________ and by phone ____________. 

Thank you again for helping us reach our goal of serving 
80,000 or more animals! 

Best, 

Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico 
HSUS Staff Information Packet 
Round 6: February 21 – 26, 2020 
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Spayathon™ Clinic Locations 
 

Spayathon™ Clinic Driving Time 
 

Vega Baja
Gimnasio Municipal Rodrigo 

“Guigo” Otero Suro 

Humacao
Coliseo Marcelo Trujillo Panisse

Coamo
Cancha Edwin "Puruco" Nolasco

Carolina
PRISM / La Cerámica Industrial Park

Mayagüez
Palacio de Recreación y Deportes

Germán "Wilkins" Vélez 
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Our Partners 
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Spayathon™ Dates 
Round 6: February 19 – 27, 2020 

 

CLINIC SET UP February  19

CLINIC SET UP February 20

SURGERY DAY 1 February 21

SURGERY DAY 2 February 22

SURGERY DAY 3 February 23

SURGERY DAY 4 February 24

SURGERY DAY 5 February 25

SURGERY DAY 6 February 26

Tear Down February 27
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Partnership Matchup 
Round 6: February 21-26, 2020 

 

Surgical Lead Ground Partner Organization HSUS Site Leadership 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

Surgical Lead Contact Information 
Round 6: February 21-26, 2020 

 

Team Points of Contact E-mail Phone 
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Ground Team Contact Information 
Round 6: February 21-26, 2020 

 

Team Points of Contact E-mail Phone 
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HSUS Team Contact Information 
 

 

HSUS Team E-mail Phone Role 

   Incident Commander 

   Operations 

   Lead Vet Consultant 

   Data Study Lead - Remote 

   Team 1 Lead 

   Float/Data 

   Data 

   Team 2 Lead 

   Data/Float 

   Data/Float 

   Team 3 Ground Lead 

   Float/Data 

   Data 

   Team 4 Lead 

   Data 

   Data 

   Float/Data 

   Float/Data 

   Float/Data 

   Float 

   Float 

   Team 5 Lead/Safety 

   Data 

   Float 

   Float 
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Uniforms  

Each HSUS staff member is expected to be dressed in 
official HSUS attire during each surgical day -- branded 
t-shirt, navy pants and sneakers. We will do our best to 
assist you with laundering your clothes at least once per 
Round. 

Hours         

Please prepare for very long, very intense workdays. 
HSUS staff should expect to be at their location site 
from the time their Ground Team arrives very early in 
the morning to the time the last participant leaves in the 
evening. For those of you who are commuting to and 
from your clinic locations each day, please be mindful 
that there can be significant traffic, particularly in the 
San Juan area – the Waze phone app generally seems to 
be a reliable predictor of travel times on the island. Each 
team should arrange your own system of breaks 
throughout each day. 

We all know that the HSUS machine never stops (!), but 
it is critical that you stress to your supervisor and close 
colleagues that this is not a typical work trip that will 
allow you to catch up on daily emails after hours – these 
will be long days with very little down time. Prepare 
your colleagues in advance to hold down the fort 
without you, and don’t forget to ensure that your out of 
office messages are clear that you are unlikely to be able 
to respond in a timely fashion. 

Daily Briefings 

All staff is expected to participate in daily AM and PM 
briefings – details about times and call-in information 
will be shared closer to the Round start date. 

Alcohol Policy 

Because of the heightened scrutiny surrounding this 
endeavor, if you must drink, please limit consumption to 
one or two beverages maximum per day, and only out of 
HSUS branded gear. Without question, no alcoholic 
beverages may be consumed at any clinic location (post- 

Spayathon™ victory celebrations should be reserved 
for off-site locations!). Please see the official HSUS 
alcohol policy attached for general guidelines. 

Food 

Please ensure you eat breakfast before leaving for your 
clinic site each day. Bring any special snacks and drinks 
that will sustain you.  

Communication 

Cell phone communication should be reliable on the 
island but be prepared for intermittent outages. We 
recommend you download WhatsApp as a reliable 
means of texting. 

 

 

Clinic Site Oversight 

The Surgical Team will handle all medical concerns and 
comply with best practices. The Ground Team will 
facilitate all client-related needs from registration 
through discharge. The HSUS Lead onsite will serve as 
head of ICS – mitigating any potential conflicts, 
troubleshooting, liaising with government officials and 
the media, and generally ensuring that the teams have 
what they need to focus on their individual 
responsibilities. 

HSUS Team Responsibilities and 
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Aside from daily snacks (see below), there should be no 
need for HSUS to purchase any supplies or equipment.  

If an unforeseen problem or expenditure does occur, 
please contact Tara right away and we will help you 
source what is needed. Everyone must bring a ton of 
patience and good humor and not stress about small 
things or things that are largely out of our control. 
Obviously if there are significant safety concerns, those 
must be addressed immediately, but other more 
“process perfection” concerns can wait for daily debrief 
or even after action meetings.  

Data Collection 

Accurate data collection is critical to the Spayathon™ 
effort, in part because it is mandated as part of our 
agreement with the Puerto Rican government and in 
part because this is an unprecedented opportunity to 
amass information about access to veterinary care for 
an entire island population. Please follow directives 
provided to ensure accuracy of data collection and 
ensure that all data is properly input each surgical day. 
Team members assigned to input data will be expected 
to focus on that as their primary responsibility each day.  

Visitor Credentialing 

Team leads are responsible for ensuring that everyone 
working at or visiting your clinic location is fully 
authorized to be there. No individual, whether 
photographer, visitor or volunteer, is permitted onsite 
unless:  

• They are formally a part of your location’s on-
site Surgical, Ground or HSUS teams, and the 
appropriate team lead can vouch for them and 
has ensured that they have signed all 
appropriate waivers; 

• They are employed by the PR government or 
local municipality and have appropriate 
government identification and/or authorization; 
or 

• The HSUS lead has confirmed with Tara that 
they have permission to be at that location. 

If an individual does not meet one of those criteria, they 
must be asked to leave the clinic site immediately. 
Photographers, reporters, celebrities, or other visitors 
engaged by a Surgical or Ground Team to document or 
support their work must be cleared in advance by Tara; 
they will be expected to remain solely at the location of 
the group that engaged them, unless they have received 
permission from Tara to visit other locations. If a visitor 
is authorized but is not wearing an HSUS shirt, Surgical 
Team or Ground Team shirt that would easily identify 
him/her, please ensure he/she wears one of the official 
HSUS Spayathon™ guest lanyards provided. 

Daily Reporting 

Team leads will be expected to report back to Tara the 
total number of surgeries performed and information 
about any adverse incidents by 8 PM each evening using 
the attached HSUS Team Lead Daily Report. 

Adverse Incidents 

All adverse incidents (patient deaths, bites/injuries, etc.) 
must be reported to Tara immediately and must be 
promptly documented using the forms provided. 
Patient Adverse Incident Reports and Human Bite/Injury 
Reports are to be collected by the HSUS Team Lead on 
the day of incident and included as part of that 
evening’s Daily Report. 

Snacks 
A well-fed team is a happy team! HSUS is responsible for 
purchasing and maintaining snacks for their Surgical and 
Ground Teams each day, including water, energy bars, 
fruit, etc. Please consult with your team leads to identify 
their preferred options. Teams have already been 
alerted that if an individual has very specific 
desires/needs they should plan to be self-sufficient. 

Meals 
Your Surgical and Ground Teams should be securing 
their own lunches each day, with the Ground Team 

Onsite HSUS Team Responsibilities 
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assisting with sourcing/ordering. HSUS staff should plan 
on “brown bagging” their own lunches each day. 

Daily Lead Briefing/Debriefing 
Each HSUS Lead should hold briefings with their 
Surgical and Ground Team Leads every morning to 
discuss plans for the day, and each evening to discuss 
concerns, process tweaks, etc. Consult with your leads 
about timing for those briefings. 

Media 

Please follow the instructions included in this packet for 
managing media inquiries, as well as processes and 
protocols for images, etc. 

Clinic Rules 

Clinic sites operate on a first-come, first-served basis 
(so you can expect lines of people to form very early). 
Your Ground Team will distribute color-coded 
wristbands (a different color for each surgical day; see 
Daily Wristbands, pg. 41) to each pet guardian selected 
for surgery (selections will be made based on the 
numbers of surgeries the Surgical Team expects to be 
able to perform that day). Each guardian must stay with 
their pet through recovery, so only two animals per 
guardian will be permitted on any given day. Any pet 
guardian who does not receive a wristband must leave 
the clinic location. 

Off-site Veterinary Care 
If an animal must be referred to an off-site veterinary 
clinic, the Ground Team Lead should be handling 
transport and other arrangements. HSUS staff should 
not transport any animals or guardians without express 
permission from Tara. 
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Packing List Items 
 

HSUS Branded T-Shirts Navy pants Sneakers

Toiletries and 
personal items

Necessary personal 
medications

Power cords and 
chargers (battery 

backup suggested)

HSUS mifi (ideally 1 
per team) HSUS laptop Bugs spray, ideally 

with DEET

Sunscreen/sunglasses
Cold neck compresses 
or other items to keep 

cool
Water bottle
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The University of Florida will be coordinating the 
compilation of a research manuscript of this 
unprecedented undertaking to be published in a 
veterinary scientific journal. The manuscript will 
cover patient characteristics and peri-operative 
outcomes in this large-scale event. 
Each team is invited to select a veterinarian to 
contribute to the manuscript as a co-author along with 
Dr. Julie Levy (principal investigator), Dr. Katherine 
Polak (co-investigator), and Tara Loller (co-author). 
Authorship order for the remaining authors will be 
determined by the number of complete patient records 
submitted from their clinic locations. 

The large size of the multi-site Spayathon™ event and 
standardized protocols provides a unique opportunity 
to leverage strong statistical power to describe 
HQHVSN MASH clinics on a scale never previously 
reported. This will be an important contribution to the 
peer-reviewed veterinary literature and inform 
continuous quality improvement of MASH clinics in the 
future. 

Logistics of data management: 
1. Volunteers will assist clients with completion of 

the clinic Data Form (intake form). 

2. The medical team will complete a medical 
record for each pet. 

3. On the back of the data sheet is a short table of 
procedures and outcomes for each animal. Each 
section of the table will be completed by the 
medical team or by volunteers based on 
information in the medical record. 

4. HSUS will provide data entry staff on-site to 
record animal information, procedures, and 
perioperative outcomes for each animal into a 
spreadsheet in real time. 

5. The data entry staff will flag questionable data 
and follow up with the medical team or client 
for clarification as needed. 

6. The spreadsheets will be sent to UF daily for 
review. 

7. The primary duty of the author assigned for 
each location will be to train and support the 
medical team on medical record completion so 
that all data is captured correctly. 

8. The author at each site will also review the 
records at the end of each day. This will allow 
for same-day recognition and correction of any 
missing/erroneous/conflicting information from 
the intake form and medical records. 

9. Based on previous projects of this kind, we can 
expect that some records will be incomplete or 
that some topics will be confusing to the clinic 
volunteers. In addition to training in form 
completion at the beginning of the clinic week, 
it will likely be necessary to debrief and provide 
additional training as the week progresses. The 
participation of a study author at each clinic for 
data oversight will assure a high level of data 
integrity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

University of Florida Data Study 
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Data Entry Lead 
 
 

Getting Prepared 

• Make sure to attend all staff meetings and calls. Crucial trip information will be given during these calls! 

• Get your computer in shape: 

o Remove unnecessary files, back up your work, and remove all sensitive or confidential information. 

Things to Bring 

• Laptop and power cord 

• You may also want to bring a mouse and/or keyboard to help make laptop data entry easier 

• Suitable luggage to carry back the original data entry forms. One or more people from each site will need to 
carry them back stateside. 

• Each team should have at least one HSUS mi-fi with them; please coordinate with your site lead to determine 
who will be bringing them. 

Getting Set Up Onsite 

• Work with your Ground and Surgical Teams and HSUS team lead during setup to find a suitable area for data 
entry.  

• Go over the paperwork and animal flow during the setup days to make sure everyone’s on the same page and 
understands their roles. 

• Your Ground Team will receive separate instructions on the completion of the forms. Please emphasize to them 
that the front of the form needs be filled out in its entirety. 

What You Should Have Onsite (Bundled on the HSUS Supply Pallets) 

• A small Epson or Brother printer/scanner - please get this up and running during the setup days prior to the first 
surgery day. They may require a couple of steps to get hooked up, such as downloading associated software to 
your computer. They can handle multiple sheets at a time and can scan front and back. The amount of forms the 
scanners can handle at once varies by model; it’s generally about 30-50 forms. 

• Note - if your computer is running Windows 10, you’ll need to call the HSUS Helpdesk while on site so that they 
can approve any needed software downloads. The Helpdesk staff is aware of this and will be expecting your calls. 
Helpdesk number: ___________ 

• Black hanging folder box 

• Extra hanging folders 

• Pens, markers, notepads, clips and other office supplies 

Data Entry User Guide 
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• One or two folding tables. Chairs are usually provided by the venue. 
 

Intake Forms and Data Entry 

• As the animals make their way through surgery, you’ll begin to receive the completed intake forms.  
o The guardian/pet information and outcome summary area should be filled out completely.  
o If anything is missing or unclear, please double check with a member of your registration or Surgical 

Teams. 
• As you receive the forms, enter the data into your spreadsheet. See the Data Entry Cheatsheet below for specific 

instructions for each column. 
• Save often! Also save your file to backup several times throughout each day (see Data Backup section below for 

more details). You will be responsible for re-entering any data lost due to computer malfunctions or other 
issues, so back up often! 

• Forms can be entered into your spreadsheet in the order you receive them; they do not need to be entered in 
numerical order. 

• Name your file like this: Spayathon Data_X6_022420, using your site’s code and the correct date. If there are 
multiple data enterers at a site, please combine your sheets into one file. 

• If there is missing information on the forms, please notify your Ground Team lead immediately so that the 
situation can be rectified. Guardians will need be tracked down on site or called later to obtain any missing 
information. 
 

Scanning and Hard Copy Form Handling 

To preserve the data and comply with OGC requirements, there are several items that need to be scanned and saved as 
PDF files. Please see the list below for what to do with each type of form. 

 

Daily Data Handling 
At the End of Each Day 

• Save your work and save to your backup flash drive. 
• Upload your final spreadsheets and all scanned files to the Round 6 shared Google drive (link to be provided). 

Make sure to include: 
o Data forms 
o Client waivers 
o Incident reports 
o Team lead report 
o Recheck forms 

• Team lead report, incident reports and recheck forms can be scanned and uploaded as one file at the end of the 
day. If this is the case, they do not need to be scanned separately. 

• Leave your flash drive on-site in a secure area. Bring your computer with you back to your lodging each evening. 
  

Do not leave your computer at the clinic overnight! Keep your computer with you at all times while you’re in 
Puerto Rico. 
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The Next Morning 

• Start a new spreadsheet for the day. 
• The animal ID numbers should continue where they left off the previous day – for example, if the last animal on 

Sunday was 125, the first animal on Monday should be 126, and so on throughout the week.  
• Resolve any numbering discrepancies immediately with the site leads. 

 
Patient Rechecks and Spreadsheet Editing 

• Occasionally you may need to go back and revise a spreadsheet from a previous day (for example, to resolve a 
discrepancy, add some missing information, or to update an animal’s status). 

o If more than one data enterer at your site, revise the combined version of the spreadsheet 
o Add v2 (or v3, etc.) at the end of the file name so that it’s clear it’s been revised 
o Upload the new version to the Google drive. Leave the previous version there 

• For rechecks, enter the date and a brief description of what happened in the comments section. Example: 
o Recheck 2/24 – swollen incision. Carprofen, e-collar. 

 
End of Week  

• Bring the following items with you back to the Gaithersburg office (they can go in your checked luggage): 
o Original data forms 
o All incident reports 
o Flash drives if you borrowed an HSUS one 

• If no one on your team is based in Gaithersburg, bring them home stateside and we will arrange to have them 
shipped to the office. (Shipping from Puerto Rico is not reliable.) 
 

Tech Issues? 

• If your computer malfunctions or crashes during the week (Monday-Friday during office hours), contact the 
HSUS Help Desk immediately at ___________.  

• If you are not an HSUS employee and are using your own computer, unfortunately our Help Desk is unable to 
assist with non-HSUS computers. Please bear this in mind and plan accordingly for any computer issues that may 
arise during the week. 
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Column A – Date:  Enter the clinic date in M/D format (e.g., 2/24) and tab to the next cell. The date will autofill to full 
format (2/24/2020). 
Hint:  You can also enter the current date by hitting Ctrl + ; (control semicolon). 
 
Column B – Location ID:  This column is prefilled with your location ID and should not be altered. Simply tab to column 
C. 

Column C – Animal ID:  Enter the animal ID from the top right corner of the intake form. Use two digits for single 
numbers (01, 02, 03 etc.) This number, along with the Location ID, is the unique identifier for each animal. Please double 
check to ensure this is entered correctly. Numbers will continue throughout the week. Keep an eye out for duplicates or 
other anomalies and bring any concerns immediately to the attention of your HSUS team leader. 

Column D – Name of guardian or organization:  Type in the guardian’s full name or presenting agency name. 
Hint:  For multiple animals with same guardian or agency, use Ctrl + D (control D) to copy the information from the cell 
directly above. 

Column E – Address:  This can be left blank (but should still be completed on the data forms themselves.) 

Columns F, G, H – City, State, Zip:  Enter the appropriate information from the intake form. The zip code is a crucial 
piece of information; if that is missing please search the address/city online or check this handy web page. 
Note: Phone numbers and e-mail addresses are not collected in the data spreadsheet. 

Columns I, J – Name of Animal, Color:  Enter the appropriate information as written on the intake form. The color may 
be written in Spanish so please familiarize yourself with the Spanish words for colors if you’re not already (see chart 
below). Enter it in English in the spreadsheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rojo = Red Negro = Black Blanco = White Amarillo = Yellow

Naranja or 
Anaranjado = 

Orange
Marrón = Brown Gris = Gray Ceniza = Ash

Rubio = Blond Canela = 
Cinnamon Crema = Cream

Barcino = Tabby 
(sometimes 
spelled as 
Balsino)

Data Entry Cheat Sheet 
 

https://welcome.topuertorico.org/reference/zipcodes.shtml
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Columns K-R – Information about the animal: These columns are configured with drop-down selection lists. Tab to the 
cell and hit Alt + down arrow, or click the down arrow that appears, to see the selections. Use the down arrow to 
highlight a selection and hit Enter, or click on the appropriate selection with your mouse. You will not be able to enter 
anything that is not in the list; doing so will result in an error message. 
Note:  For male animals, the answer to the question about having had puppies/kittens should always be N/A. 
Hint:  You can also type out the data, as long as it is a selection that is in that column’s list. After the first few entries 
Excel will start to remember the selections and fill in the rest of the word; simply hit Tab to select that item and move to 
the next cell.  

Columns S, T, U – Surgery, Condition, Outcome:  These columns are also configured with drop-down lists. Select the 
item that is marked in the Outcome Summary section on the back of the data form. These sections of the form also have 
an “Other” option. If something else occurred other than one of the listed options, select Other and enter the notes in 
the Comments column. 

Occasionally an animal will be noted as in heat or estrus under the Condition section. Please select Normal for this and 
note “in heat” in the Comments column. 

Keep an eye out for conflicting data – for example, a male animal is listed as being spayed or a female animal is listed as 
being neutered (a not uncommon occurrence since guardians can’t always tell the gender). In these cases, follow up with 
the surgical or recovery teams if need be and mark the correct information on the form.  

Column V – Vaccines:  This column is configured with a drop-down list. Select the vaccine combo that the animal 
received. If they received a vaccine or combo that’s not on the list, you’ll be able to type that in. 
Note: Cats receive FVRCP and dogs receive DHPP+Lepto. Check that the species and vaccinations match. 

Column W – Comments:  Enter any comments as noted in the Pre-Surgical Exam and Comments sections of the form. 
Common or minor ailments, such as fleas and ticks, do not need to be noted.  
Note:  At the bottom of your spreadsheet, you will see a tab labeled List Selections. It is there to support the list 
selections in the Data Entry sheet. Changes to this sheet would impact the formatting of the Data Entry Sheet, so please 
do not attempt to make edits here. 
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Data Forms 
File name:  Data Forms_X6_022420_1 to 49 (using the appropriate location code, date, and form numbers). Please do 
your best to have them in order by ID number before scanning. 

Original forms:  KEEP. Do not discard the original forms; they will be returned to HSUS headquarters at the close of 
the week. 
 

Client/Participant Waivers 
File name: Client Waivers_X6_022420_Part 1 (or Part 2, etc.) 

Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK (if there’s no shredder on site they can be taken to an office supply store 
which generally have shredding services). 
 

Cat Eartip Consent Forms 
It’s OK to scan these in one batch at the end of the week. 

File name: Eartip Forms_X6 (add Part 1, etc. if multiple batches.) 

Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these. 

 

Volunteer Waivers/Photo Release Forms 
It’s okay to scan these together. These can be kept and scanned in one batch at the end of the week. 

File name: Volunteer Waivers_X6_Part 1 

Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK 
 

Team Lead Reports 
File name: Team Lead Report_X6_022420 (using appropriate location code and correct date) 

Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these. 
 

Incident Reports (Including Euthanasia/Necropsy Releases) 
File name examples:  

• Animal Incident_X6_022420_Dog 203 Princess (relevant animal’s species, ID number, name) 

• Human Incident_X6_022420_Smith (involved person’s last name) 

Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week. 
 

Paperwork and File Handling Cheat Sheet 
Please follow the file naming and paper handling directions below. This will be a great help to us in keeping nearly 

9,000 animal records organized this week! 
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Recheck Forms 
File name: Patient Recheck_X6_022420_203 (animal’s ID number) 

Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week. 
 

Voucher/Decline Logs 
File name: Voucher Log_X6 

Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these. 
 

Post-Clinic Inventory 
File name: Inventory_X6 

Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK. You can take a picture of this since final inventory will likely take place 
after everything has been packed away. Your team lead will have more information on final pack-up and inventory. 
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Location Hospital 

Carolina Hospital Auxilio Mutuo 
503 Calle Modesta, San Juan 

00924, Puerto Rico 

Coamo CDT Coamo 
Ave. 138 Luis M. Marín 

Coamo, 00769 

Humacao CDT Humacao 
Calle Sergio Pena Almodóvar 163 

Humacao, 00791 
 

Mayaguez  Policlínica Bella Vista 
Ave. Hostos #770 
Mayaguez, 00682 

Vega Baja CDT Vega Baja 
Ave. Villa Paseos 81 

Urb. Villa Pinares 
Vega Baja, 00693 

Human Emergency Contact Information 
Police: Call 911 
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Dramatic Impact, Lasting Change  

There are many places around the world that struggle 
with pet overpopulation. Significant contributing factors 
are extreme poverty and lack of access to veterinary 
care, particularly teams trained in the high-quality, high-
volume spay/neuter (HQHVSN) surgical specialty. To 
truly make a difference, these locations need not only 
immediate support to reduce their pet population but a 
plan for long-term, sustainable change. The 
Spayathon™ model, as piloted by Spayathon™ for 
Puerto Rico, provides both of these necessary elements, 
empowering localities to change their own 
circumstance for the better by quickly and dramatically 
reducing the numbers of intact animals, providing 
HQHVSN training to local veterinarians to increase their 
spay/neuter capacity, and leaving behind equipment and 
supplies necessary for establishment of permanent 
HQHVSN clinics to serve the population for years to 
come. 

How did Spayathon™ come to be? 

Puerto Rico’s challenges are almost too numerous to 
mention: hundreds of thousands of street dogs and cats 
roaming freely; shelters are under-resourced and 
overwhelmed; virtually no spay/neuter infrastructure in 
existance; law enforcement uneducated about animal 
protection; municipal shelter euthanasia rates in excess 
of 95%; and minimal animal protection infrastructure in 
place, despite relatively robust animal protection laws. 
In 2015, the Humane Society of the United States 
decided to change this, and we announced a partnership 
with the government of Puerto Rico to transform animal 
welfare on the island. Since that time, we have launched 
several major animal welfare initiatives, including a 
training program for law enforcement, a humane 
education program, equine wellness support, and an 
initiative bringing the shelter medicine experts from the 
Maddie’s Shelter Medicine Program - University of 

Florida onto the island to assess its animal shelters and 
increase lifesaving. 

Just as HSUS’ efforts to support Puerto Rico were 
producing results, Hurricane Maria brought devastation 
to the island, decimating its infrastructure, claiming an 
unprecedented loss of life, and forcing many to flee. 
Often those leaving the island were forced to leave their 
pets behind, either because of severe restrictions 
imposed by airlines or because of an inability to find 
new housing that would accept them. A lucky few were 
taken into homes of people already struggling to 
rebuild; the remainder either were taken to already 
overwhelmed animal shelters or were absorbed into the 
massive stray animal population. 

However, Maria also brought a silver lining: Spayathon™ 
for Puerto Rico. Thanks to its intensive animal welfare 
work on the island, HSUS was granted an Executive 
Order temporarily allowing outside veterinarians to 
practice on the island for the first time, to bring crisis 
relief to animals impacted by the storm. From the 
success of that initial agreement, a formal 
Memorandum of Understanding between the HSUS, the 
Government of Puerto Rico, the Puerto Rican Veterinary 
Association and the Puerto Rican Veterinary Board was 
adopted, allowing the HSUS to bring multiple teams of 
spay/neuter surgeons onto the island to help curb the 
massive and growing pet overpopulation crisis. 

Overseen and coordinated by HSUS, Spayathon™ pairs 
teams of national and international high-quality, high- 
volume spay/neuter (HQHVSN) groups with local animal 
welfare organizations to run up to 8 spay/neuter/ 
vaccination clinics simultaneously across the island, 
ensuring maximum opportunity for more than 85,000 
pets to receive spay/neuter/vaccination services at no 
cost to the guardian/owner by the conclusion of the 
program. In addition, this initiative includes specialized 
HQHVSN training for local veterinarians to dramatically 
increase the island’s spay/neuter capacity for the future, 
and all surgical equipment and supplies used during 
Spayathon™ will be left behind to equip the island’s first 

Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico 
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permanent spay/neuter clinics. Spayathon™ also 
presents a unique opportunity to collect thousands of 
data points on HQHVSN clinic participants and their 
pets, a circumstance that is being leveraged by 
academicians at the University of Florida.  

How does Spayathon™ work? 

Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico consists of dedicated 
surgical Rounds, held in quartlerly, or more frequent, 
intervals. During each Round, as many as 8 clinics are 
held simultaneously across the island to provide 
spay/neuter/vaccination services for owned dogs and 
cats. Clinics typically function for 6 surgical days in a 
row, with setup and pack-up days before and after. 
Patients are offered free spay/neuter surgery, 
vaccinations (including rabies, distemper combination 
and, where appropriate, leptospirosis) and donated pet 
food, toys, treats and other items. In between formal 
Rounds, mini-clinics are held to supported targeted 
populations like community cats and animals cared for 
by rescue groups (those that are not intended for 
transport off the island.) 

Each clinic is overseen by a partnership between three 
entities: a Surgical Team, whose members are typically 
flown onto the island, which is responsible for ensuring 
quality animal care; a Ground Team, typically a Puerto 
Rican shelter or rescue group, which advertises the 
clinics, handles patient registration and provides other 
pet guardian support; and an HSUS support team, which 
assists with clinic oversight and troubleshooting and 
ensures accurate data collection and reporting. 

Primary oversight for all clinics is provided by the HSUS 
Spayathon™ leadership. This 4-person team serves as 
legal liaison with the government, veterinary board and 
veterinary association, oversees and approves clinic 
locations, secures all necessary funding for 
Spayathon™, contracts with and ensures grants for all 
Surgical and Ground Teams, drafts all Spayathon™ 
paperwork, secures appropriate signage, provides 
logistical support for the purchase, transport and 
storage of all necessary surgical equipment and 
supplies, secures donations of vaccines, pet food and 
other items, oversees data collection efforts, and much 
more.  
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Who is involved in Spayathon™? 

There are 28 formal Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico 
coalition members: the HSUS, Government of Puerto 
Rico, Greatergood.org, Junta Examinadora de Médicos 
Veterinarios de Puerto Rico, Petsmart Charities, 
Maddie’s Fund, Boehringer Ingelheim, Petco 
Foundation, Banfield Foundation, Maddie’s Shelter 
Medicine Program- University of Florida, ViDAS, Helping 
Paws Across Borders, Veterinarians for Puerto Rico, 
Emancipet, Cornell University Maddie’s Shelter 
Medicine Program, LupinePet, Doris Day Animal 
Foundation, The 20/22 Act Society, Colegio de Médicos 
Veterinarios de Puerto Rico, The Sato Project, Humane 
Society of Puerto Rico, Santuario de Animales San 
Francisco de Asís, The Puerto Rico Dog Fund, Friends of 
Culebra Animals, Our Big Fat Caribbean Rescue, Wild at 
Heart Foundation, Movimiento Social Pro Bienestar 
Animal and the University of Puerto Rico School of 
Medicine. 

In addition, there are numerous other groups that have 
made direct contributions of various types to the 
success of Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico, including: 
ASPCA, Boehringer Ingelheim, LupinePet, Dechra 
Pharmaceuticals, Pet King Brands, Royal Canin, 
Chewy.com, Project Vets and Pet Food Centers of 
Evansville, Indiana. And of course, many other 
individuals and organizations have contributed. 

How is Spayathon™ funded? 

When Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico was conceived in 
the beginning of 2018, it had not been contemplated as 
part of the official fiscal year budgets of HSUS or any of 
the teams, which meant all funding had to be raised by 
HSUS independently, and quickly. To facilitate 
Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico, the HSUS team had to 
procure sufficient funding to cover purchase of all 
equipment and supplies and to provide grants to 
subsidize the participation of each of the Surgical and 
Ground Teams. HSUS also solicited donations of 
vaccines, medicine, dog food and other pet supplies, 
and secured training for local veterinarians. Thankfully, 

donor response to the Spayathon™ concept was so 
strong that all of the funding needed for Round 1 was 
raised in a period of weeks. 

 

What are the primary goals of Spayathon™? 

Traditional spay/neuter support models rely either on 
subsidizing existing veterinary offices to secure low-
priced surgeries for the community or engaging a single 
HQHVSN team to periodically operate a free clinic in an 
underserved location. Spayathon™, on the other hand, 
has created a structure whereby as many as 8 separate 
HQHVSN clinics, some with as many as 20 trained 
surgeons operating daily, run simultaneously across the 
entire island for as many as 6 days straight, and those 
clinics reoccur on 4 separate occasions during a 12-
month period. Thanks to this new model of delivery of 
services, by the time the program concludes in May 
2021, Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico will have: 

• Altered and vaccinated at least 85,000 animals; 

• Provided HQHVSN training for local Puerto 
Rican veterinarians and their support staff to 
increase local capacity; 

• Left behind ample equipment to establish the 
island’s first permanent HQHVSN clinics. 

How does Spayathon™ ensure patient safety? 

Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico relies heavily on 
cooperation from independent HQHVSN teams already 
operating in locations around the world. Each team 
selected for participation has a demonstrated record of 
success, and each has its own unique operational model, 
ranging from running well-appointed, permanent 
stateside HQHVSN clinics to operating temporary 
MASH-style clinics on a shoe-string budget in the most 
remote areas of the world. While Spayathon™ allows 
each of those teams to operate autonomously, we have 
put in place several elements designed to ensure that 
only “gold standard” surgical techniques and the highest 
level of professionalism are exercised, including: 

• Hiring several veterinary experts to prepare 
surgical SOPs and oversee team operations; 
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• Purchasing all necessary surgical equipment and 
prohibiting use of lower quality substitutes for 
autoclaves and other devices; 

• Mandating standardized surgical protocols, 
including anesthesia and drug protocols, and 
requiring tattooing of all sterilized animals; 

• Preparing and mandating use of standardized 
surgical and data tracking forms. 

What legal authorizations were necessary to 
create Spayathon™? 

Puerto Rico law currently forbids outside veterinarians 
not expressly licensed in Puerto Rico from performing 
spays/neuters and other veterinary services. To 
overcome this obstacle, HSUS works with government 
partners to secure legal authorization allowing us, for a 
limited time, to bring veterinarians who are duly 
accredited and licensed in another jurisdiction onto the 
island to provide post-Maria disaster relief.  

Prior to each Round, the HSUS provides proof of good 
standing for all non-Puerto Rican veterinarians 
participating in Spayathon™ to the Junta Examinadora 
de Médicos Veterinarios de Puerto Rico for issuance of 
temporary licenses.  

How will the success of Spayathon™ be 
measured? 

Collecting data surrounding the numbers of animals 
assisted during Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico has always 
been of paramount importance. Each Surgical Team is 
required to complete a data collection form tracking the 
number of surgeries performed, to allow us to 
determine exactly how many pets were served (over 
35,000 animals have been altered and vaccinated to 
date) and assess surgical outcomes and complications 
(the mortality rate across all Surgical Teams is only 
0.001, despite the extreme challenges of post-disaster 
location, compromised patient base, etc.). 

But we have not stopped there – we recognized early on 
that Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico presented an 
unprecedented opportunity for broader data analysis of 
tens of thousands of pets exposed to MASH-style 
HQHVSN services. Dr. Julie Levy of the University of 
Florida will lead an international research team to study 

the characteristics and outcomes of Spayathon™ 
patients in what promises to be the largest ever 
prospective study of its kind, examining vaccination 
status against zoonotic diseases like rabies and 
leptospirosis, reproductive history, and congenital 
reproductive anomalies. This study will also allow for an 
unparalleled analysis of the safety of large-scale, island-
wide spay/neuter campaigns. 

 

 

“Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico has been a labor 
of love for each of the organizations who have 
so generously donated their time, resources 
and expertise. Thank you for your interest in 
this life-saving work, and we hope that you will 
find the resources we have created useful.”  
– TARA LOLLER, SENIOR DIRECTOR, 
STRATEGIC CAMPAIGNS, THE HUMANE 
SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES  
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Whether you’re a Surgical Team member or a 
volunteer, everyone participating in Spayathon™ 
for Puerto Rico must strive to ensure that the 
overall experience is positive for everyone. 
This is likely the be the first time many pet owners are 
bringing their animals to a veterinarian, and most will be 
nervous and have no idea what to expect. Because of 
this, we want to be reassuring and let them know 
they’ve made the right decision by coming to us for 
help. Every pet guardian should feel welcome every step 
of the way, and never feel judged or criticized. 

A critical component of this approach is ensuring that 
everyone interacts with clients in a truly kind and non-
judgmental manner. For example, a pet guardian may 
show up with his or her dog on a chain or makeshift 

leash, or a cat infested with fleas. This is not the time to 
scold or “educate” clients about “responsible” pet 
ownership. Instead, staff and volunteers are expected to 
thank them for bringing their pet(s) in, provide 
supportive care for the animals onsite (if possible, 
provide a properly fitting collar or flea control product), 
and perhaps make a note to follow up with them at a 
future time. 

An important note about language: we often say things 
like “we need to educate people about responsible pet 
ownership.” Even though we mean to be helpful, these 
terms may be read as judgmental. In addition, when we 
discuss “responsible” ownership, people may hear us 
implying that they have been neglectful or perhaps even 
intentionally harmful to their pets. 

The Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico Approach 
to Client Interactions 
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Even though we don’t intend this, these and other 
phrases can make people defensive and make them 
much less likely to hear our messaging. Better phrases 
to use are “we want to support/empower/share” 
information with pet guardians about better pet 
keeping/making the best decisions for their pets. 

Please don’t try to convince a pet guardian that their 
animal would be better off with you or HSUS, because 
you think the pet is not getting proper care. Unless 
there is clear evidence of life-threatening abuse, please 
focus on the work at hand, which is getting as many 
animals as possible altered in order to improve 
conditions for all of Puerto Rico’s animal population. If 
you notice life-threatening abuse, please report the 
situation immediately through the proper ICS channels. 

The Surgical Lead, Ground Team Lead and HSUS Lead 
will work together handle the reported issue. 

Even though you will likely encounter some difficult 
situations, please remember that most of the people 
you will meet during Spayathon™ truly do love their 
pets, and are doing the best they can. After all, they 
have stood in lines for hours to get these much-needed 
services.  

Anyone unable to maintain the spirit of this welcoming, 
non-judgmental approach will be asked to leave the 
clinic site. 

Thanks in advance for your cooperation! 
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Policy Purpose  
This policy establishes expectations for ensuring that 
The HSUS maintains a work environment free of the 
negative effects of illegal drug use and alcohol abuse. 

This policy is administered by the Human Capital & 
Development (HC&D) department. 

Policy Overview 
The HSUS is committed to protecting the safety, health 
and well-being of all employees and other individuals in 
our workplace, and we recognize that illegal drug use 
and alcohol abuse can pose a significant threat to our 
organization, its operations and employees. Therefore, 
this policy is intended to balance our respect for 
individuals with the need to maintain a work 
environment free from the negative effects of illegal 
drug use and alcohol abuse. 

It is the responsibility of all employees-management and 
non-management staff-to ensure the achievement and 
maintenance of a safe and productive workplace. 

Employees must report to work and remain in a 
condition to perform their duties safely and effectively, 
with maximum efficiency. 

This policy will be interpreted and applied in a manner 
that is consistent with all applicable laws, including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

Covered Individuals and Applicability 
This policy is intended to cover any individual who 
conducts business for The HSUS and any individual 
while the individual is on HSUS premises. This includes 
all of our employees, contingent staff, and visitors. 

Prohibited Behavior 

The following behaviors and actions on HSUS premises 
are prohibited under this policy: 

• The use, possession, purchase, sale, 
dispensation, distribution, transfer, 
manufacture, or being under the influence of 
illegal drugs.  Although some states have 
legalized the use and possession of recreational 
and medicinal marijuana, The HSUS includes it 
as a prohibited illegal drug under this policy and 
in accordance with federal law. 

• Except as set forth in the "Special 
Circumstances" section below, the 
consumption, possession (excludes unopened 
containers in non-HSUS vehicles), distribution, 
or being under the influence of alcohol. 

• The use, possession, purchase, sale, 
dispensation, distribution, transfer, or 
manufacture of drug paraphernalia. 

• The use or being under the influence of 
inhalants. 

Whenever an employee is performing work for The 
HSUS, regardless of where the employee is performing 
such work, the employee is prohibited from: 

• The use, possession, purchase, sale, 
dispensation, distribution, transfer, 
manufacture, or being under the influence of 
illegal drugs.  Although some states have 
legalized the use and possession of recreational 
and medicinal marijuana, The HSUS includes 
marijuana as a prohibited illegal drug under this 
policy and in accordance with federal law. 

• The consumption, except under the "Special 
Circumstances" below, or being under the 
influence of alcohol. 

• The use, possession, purchase, sale, 
dispensation, distribution, transfer, or 
manufacture of drug paraphernalia. 

Drugs and Alcohol Policy 
Terms that are italicized and bold are defined at the end of this policy. 
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• The use or being under the influence of 
inhalants. 

• Failure to adhere to a drug and/or alcohol 
counseling, treatment, or rehabilitation 
program required for continued employment. 

• Prescription drugs and over-the-counter drugs 
are not prohibited when taken in standard 
dosage and/or according to a physician's 
prescription. If the use of a medication could 
impair an employee's ability to perform his or 
her job and/or compromise the safety of the 
employee, fellow employees, or the public, it is 
the employee's responsibility to consult with his 
or her doctor or other licensed medical 
practitioner about the effect of prescription 
drugs and over-the-counter drugs on his or her 
ability to perform his or her specific job duties 
in a safe manner, and to promptly disclose any 
work restriction to the HC&D department. A 
determination can then be made as to whether 
the employee is able to perform the essential 
functions of his or her job and what, if any, 
accommodations may be appropriate to 
support safe and effective performance. 
Information regarding employee's medication(s) 
will be held in confidence. 

 

Notification of Convictions 
Any employee who is convicted of a criminal drug 
violation in the workplace (i.e. on HSUS premises or 
while conducting HSUS business) must notify The HSUS 
(the Senior Vice President, Human Capital & 
Administration) in writing within five calendar days of 
such conviction. As required, The HSUS will notify the 
appropriate federal contract/grant agency(ies) of any 
drug-related conviction that occurred in the workplace. 

In addition, if an employee is convicted of a criminal 
drug and/or alcohol-related violation that is not work-
related, but will adversely impact the employee's ability 
to perform his or her job responsibilities, or adversely 
impact the reputation of The HSUS, the employee must 
notify The HSUS (the Senior Vice President, Human 
Capital & Administration) within five calendar days of 
such conviction. 

Consequences 

Any employee who is determined to have violated or 
otherwise engaged in conduct prohibited under this 
policy will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and 
including termination of employment. 

When there are initial reports or findings of an 
employee's conduct being inconsistent with or 
prohibited under this policy, it may require that The 
HSUS take appropriate action, including requiring him 
or her to be suspended pending the results of an 
investigation. 

Also, in situations when an employee is believed to be 
under the influence, the employee generally will be 
required to leave the premises, once safe transit is 
arranged. An employee's refusal to cooperate in an 
HSUS investigation may result in disciplinary action, up 
to and including termination of employment. 

Other Important Information 
 

Drug-Free Awareness Program 
In support of this policy, The HSUS will establish and 
maintain an awareness program that informs employees 
about 1) the harmful effects of illegal drug use and 
alcohol abuse, 2) our policy of maintaining a drug-free 
workplace, 3) the consequences that may be imposed 
upon employees for violating the policy, and 4) any 
available illegal drug use and alcohol abuse-related 
counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance 
programs. The HSUS will also post this Drugs and 
Alcohol policy on the Intranet.  

Employee Assistance 
Employees who may have alcohol and drug problems 
are encouraged to voluntarily seek assistance in 
addressing these problems. To support this, The HSUS 
offers assistance to employees through our Employee 
Assistance Program (EAP).  In addition, employees 
should also review their medical coverage for other 
benefits that may be available to them in addition to the 
EAP for addressing their drug and alcohol problems. 
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Employees who undergo counseling or treatment and 
who continue to work are generally subject to the same 
standards of job performance and conduct, policies and 
work rules as other employees. Given this, employees 
seeking counseling or treatment who fail to meet the 
established standards of job performance and conduct, 
and who fail to follow HSUS policies and work rules, will 
be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of their employment. 

An employee also may wish to take a leave of absence to 
participate in a counseling, treatment, or rehabilitation 
program, dependent upon his or her situation. The 
employee should contact a representative of the HC&D 
department to determine his/her eligibility for such a 
leave. If a leave of absence is granted, the employee will 
not be permitted to return to work until the HC&D 
department receives certification that the employee is 
capable of performing his or her job, i.e., a "fit-for-duty" 
certification. In addition, following participation in such 
a program, the employee may be expected to sign and 
abide by the terms set forth in a Return-to Work 
Agreement as a condition of continued employment, 
which may include return-to-duty and follow-up drug 
and/or alcohol tests. 

Confidentiality  
The HSUS will treat any request for assistance made by 
its employees and information regarding subsequent 
treatment and rehabilitation as confidential as 
reasonably practical. Such information will be limited to 
those who have a legitimate need to know in order to 
ensure compliance with relevant laws and HSUS 
policies. 

Special Circumstances  
Limited consumption of alcohol is allowed at an HSUS-
sponsored function or event when the serving of 
alcohol is authorized in advance by the President & 
CEO, the Chief Operating Officer (COO) or the Senior 
Vice President, Human Capital & Administration. 
Limited consumption also is permitted when an 
employee is required, as part of his or her job 
responsibilities, to attend a non-HSUS sponsored 

function or event, conduct business related 
entertainment with non-HSUS personnel, or travel for 
HSUS business. 

In these situations, discretion should be exercised by the 
employee to avoid overindulging in the consumption of 
alcohol to the extent that he or she would be 
considered under the influence. 

Inspections and Searches 
All employees and contingent staff should understand 
that they should have no expectation of privacy with 
respect to any personal property (e.g. clothing, pockets, 
purses, bags, vehicles) they bring onto HSUS' premises 
or any HSUS-issued equipment and containers (e.g. 
desks, work stations, cubicles, offices, file cabinets) 
used by the individual while conducting business for The 
HSUS. The HSUS may conduct searches and inspections 
of such items at any time for legitimate business 
purposes. An employee's refusal to participate in a 
requested HSUS search or inspection may result in 
disciplinary action, np to and including termination of 
employment. Any illegal drugs discovered on The 
HSUS's premises and related information will be turned 
over to the appropriate law enforcement agency. 

Infractions Not Directly Covered by This Policy  
This policy is not intended to address all circumstances 
where involvement with illegal drugs or alcohol 
warrants disciplinary action. Accordingly, nothing in this 
policy shall be considered as to limit The HSUS' right to 
take administrative or disciplinary action, up to 
termination of employment for an employee's 
involvement with illegal drugs and/or alcohol not 
specifically addressed in this policy. The HSUS may take 
disciplinary and/or other appropriate action when an 
employee engages in any conduct or is involved in any 
crime (including being charged with a crime, except 
where precluded by applicable law) that could adversely 
affect or be detrimental to The HSUS' operations, 
interests, or reputation. 

Definitions 
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Illegal Drug Use and Alcohol Abuse: Improper use or 
misuse of illegal drugs or alcohol. 

Contingent Staff: Non-HSUS employees performing 
projects, services, and other assignments for The HSUS, 
such as agency temporaries, leased or payrolled 
employees, contract employees, independent 
contractors, volunteers, and interns. 

Conviction: A finding of guilt (including a guilty or a "no 
contest" plea) or imposition of a sentence, or both, by 
any judicial body charged with the responsibility to 
determine violations of federal or state criminal drug 
and alcohol statutes. 

Employee Assistance Program: A confidential 
counseling service provided free of charge to 
employees and their household members and their 
dependents for dealing with personal or workplace 
problems. 

Illegal Drugs: All controlled substances, designer drugs, 
synthetic drugs, and other drugs that are not being used 
or possessed under the supervision of a licensed health 
care professional or that are not being used in 
accordance with the licensed health care professional's 
prescription or whose use or possession is unlawful 
under the federal Controlled Substances Act. 
(Controlled substances are listed in Schedules I-V of 21 
U.S.C. § 812 and 21 C.F.R. Part 1308.) 

Inhalants: Volatile solvents, aerosols, gases and nitrites, 
such as paint thinners or removers, gasoline, lighter 
fluid, butane lighters, glue, hair or deodorant sprays, 
nitrous oxide, or other similar substances that are 
inhaled intentionally to produce feelings of intoxication, 
euphoria or stupefaction. 

Premises: All land, property, buildings, structures, 
places, parking lots, grounds, facilities, and vehicles that 
are owned, leased, or managed by The HSUS. 

Return-to-Work Agreement: An agreement that must 
be signed and abided to as a condition of continued 

employment upon an employee's return to work 
following a violation of the Drugs and Alcohol policy. 

Under the Influence: The state of being in a physical or 
mental condition induced, impaired, or otherwise 
affected by alcohol or inhalant misuse or illegal drug 
use. 

The HSUS rescinds the right to eliminate, change or modify this 

policy at any time. The language used in this policy description 
should not be construed as creating a contract of employment 
between The HSUS and any of its employees or otherwise 
altering an employee's at-will employment relationship with The 
HSUS. 
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Instructions for making sure everything gets 
back to storage safely and can be easily rerouted 
back to you for the next Round.  
 

Vaccines/Rabies Stamps and Books 
Please ensure that you do not palletize either your 
leftover vaccines or rabies stamps/books! The vaccines 
must be returned to Humane Society of Puerto Rico for 
storage by the Ground Teams and the rabies 
stamps/books will be collected by Dr. Osmar Rivera 
(Ground leads: please let us know if you need his 
contact information). 

Labeling Equipment 
If you have not already done so, please ensure that all 
equipment (autoclaves, etc.) is clearly labeled “HSUS” in 
permanent marker to thwart theft and resale (Vets for 
PR mainland team, please feel free to write VPR on 
yours). 

Taking Inventory 
- Surgical Leads: please take careful written inventory of 
the items you are packing up and sending to the 
warehouse – this is the only evidence we will have that 
the items were picked up from your location. 

- Ground Leads: Please use the Inventory Form you have 
been provided to track total number of pallets, vaccines, 
etc. 

- Please submit copies of your inventory forms and keep 
copies for your own records. 

Preparing Items for Storage 
- Everything returning to storage must be securely 
palletized (pallets may not exceed 5’ high) and shrink-
wrapped for pickup – we cannot ensure that “extra” 
items will be picked up. 

- Please try to minimize the number of pallets to the 
extent possible, since we must pay for storage per 
pallet. 

- Ensure that your Surgical Team’s name is clearly 
marked on poster board or other paper in multiple 
locations inside the shrink-wrap of each pallet – the 
name should be easily visible from a distance from all 
sides (unidentified pallets may not be returned to you in 
subsequent Rounds). 

- Do not store any drugs or perishable items in your 
pallets – those should go with you. 

- Pallet all water by itself; do not combine with 
equipment or perishables. Do not palletize deionized 
water more than three cases high!  

Post-Round Pack-Up Instructions 
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Daily Wristbands 
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HSUS Communications 
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There will be numerous forms floating around 
your clinic site; here is a listing of each and 
general notes about how they are to be used: 
 

1. Participant Release Form: This document must 
be completed (either in English or Spanish) by 
each client/participant (the owner/guardian 
responsible for animal(s) having surgery) prior 
to surgery. Owners/guardians must be 21 years 
old – those 18-21 should have a parent there to 
co-sign. Only one form is needed per client, and 
it has space for up to 2 animals. 
 

2. Data/Intake Form: This must be completed in 
full for each animal receiving surgery – no 
animal may be altered without it. Completed 
forms should be given to the HSUS data 
collection point person on site. Also known as 
the “green sheet”. 
 

3. HSUS Photo Release Forms: These must be 
completed by every Spayathon™ volunteer and 
returned to HSUS. 
 

4. Euthanasia/Necropsy Consent Forms: These 
are to be used by the medical team only in the 
unfortunate even an animal must be humanely 
euthanized or dies on the surgery table. The 
medical team should walk through the form 
with the owner/guardian and ensure it is 
properly completed. 
 

5. Patient Adverse Incident Forms: These are to 
be completed in the event of a patient death or 
incident and promptly returned to HSUS. 
 

6. Human Incident/Injury Reports: These are to 
be completed in the event of any human injury 
onsite and promptly returned to HSUS.  
 

 

 

7. Patient Recheck Forms: These are to be used if 
a client returns after surgery because of a 
concern or complication (use the original 
patient number; do not assign a new number). 
 

8. Declined for Surgery Form and Log: These 
should be given to clients whose pets have been 
declined for surgery at the clinic site. 
 

9. Discharge/Post-Op Instructions: These are to 
be sent home with every patient, as they contain 
important post-surgery care information, 
veterinary contact information, and information 
as to what procedures/vaccines the animal has 
received. 
 

10. Daily Report Form: The HSUS Team Lead has a 
daily report form that must be completed at the 
end of each day. 
 

11. After Care Veterinarians: These are the 
veterinary clinics designated to handle any 
patient complications. 

 

12. Free Surgery Vouchers/Voucher Tracking List: 
Each clinic has vouchers to distribute to 
owners/guardians of animals who cannot 
receive services at the clinic location – ideally 
these are to be reserved for animals too 
aggressive to be safely altered onsite. Use the 
voucher tracking list to document distribution 
of each voucher and return the completed list 
to HSUS staff. 
 

13. Ear Tipping Form and Information Flyer: 
These must be completed by every cat 
owner/guardian. The medical team should walk 
through the form with the owner/guardian so 
that it is properly completed. 
 

14. End of Round Inventory Form: The Ground 
Team Lead is responsible for completing this 

Paperwork Cheat Sheet – Round 6 
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form at the end of each Round and submitting it 
to Tara.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  

Sample Forms 
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La Cerámica Industrial Park 
Building 1-A, Space #1B, Carolina 

Puerto Rico 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carolina Surgical Site 
 
 

 



 

 

Complejo Deportivo Rodrigo “Guigo” Otero Suro  
Carr. P.R. – 687, 00693 

 

  

Vega Baja Surgical Site   
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Cancha Edwin “Puruco” Nolasco 

Calle José I. Quintón, 00769 
  

Coamo Surgical Site 
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Palacio de Recreación y Deportes Germán Wilkin Vélez 

Calle Miguel A. Santín #87, 009681 
 

 
  

Mayaguez Surgical Site 
 



 

 

Ave. Boulevard Nicanor Vázquez 
Humacao 00791 

 
  

Humacao Surgical Site 
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	Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico
	HSUS Staff Information Packet  Round 6: February 21 – 26, 2020
	CONTENTS
	Uniforms
	Each HSUS staff member is expected to be dressed in official HSUS attire during each surgical day -- branded t-shirt, navy pants and sneakers. We will do our best to assist you with laundering your clothes at least once per Round.
	Hours
	Please prepare for very long, very intense workdays. HSUS staff should expect to be at their location site from the time their Ground Team arrives very early in the morning to the time the last participant leaves in the evening. For those of you who a...
	We all know that the HSUS machine never stops (!), but it is critical that you stress to your supervisor and close colleagues that this is not a typical work trip that will allow you to catch up on daily emails after hours – these will be long days wi...
	Daily Briefings
	All staff is expected to participate in daily AM and PM briefings – details about times and call-in information will be shared closer to the Round start date.
	Alcohol Policy
	Because of the heightened scrutiny surrounding this endeavor, if you must drink, please limit consumption to one or two beverages maximum per day, and only out of HSUS branded gear. Without question, no alcoholic beverages may be consumed at any clini...
	Food
	Please ensure you eat breakfast before leaving for your clinic site each day. Bring any special snacks and drinks that will sustain you.
	Communication
	Cell phone communication should be reliable on the island but be prepared for intermittent outages. We recommend you download WhatsApp as a reliable means of texting.
	Clinic Site Oversight
	The Surgical Team will handle all medical concerns and comply with best practices. The Ground Team will facilitate all client-related needs from registration through discharge. The HSUS Lead onsite will serve as head of ICS – mitigating any potential ...
	Aside from daily snacks (see below), there should be no need for HSUS to purchase any supplies or equipment.
	If an unforeseen problem or expenditure does occur, please contact Tara right away and we will help you source what is needed. Everyone must bring a ton of patience and good humor and not stress about small things or things that are largely out of our...
	Data Collection
	Accurate data collection is critical to the Spayathon™ effort, in part because it is mandated as part of our agreement with the Puerto Rican government and in part because this is an unprecedented opportunity to amass information about access to veter...
	Visitor Credentialing
	Team leads are responsible for ensuring that everyone working at or visiting your clinic location is fully authorized to be there. No individual, whether photographer, visitor or volunteer, is permitted onsite unless:
	 They are formally a part of your location’s on-site Surgical, Ground or HSUS teams, and the appropriate team lead can vouch for them and has ensured that they have signed all appropriate waivers;
	 They are employed by the PR government or local municipality and have appropriate government identification and/or authorization; or
	 The HSUS lead has confirmed with Tara that they have permission to be at that location.
	If an individual does not meet one of those criteria, they must be asked to leave the clinic site immediately. Photographers, reporters, celebrities, or other visitors engaged by a Surgical or Ground Team to document or support their work must be clea...
	Daily Reporting
	Team leads will be expected to report back to Tara the total number of surgeries performed and information about any adverse incidents by 8 PM each evening using the attached HSUS Team Lead Daily Report.
	Adverse Incidents
	All adverse incidents (patient deaths, bites/injuries, etc.) must be reported to Tara immediately and must be promptly documented using the forms provided. Patient Adverse Incident Reports and Human Bite/Injury Reports are to be collected by the HSUS ...
	Snacks A well-fed team is a happy team! HSUS is responsible for purchasing and maintaining snacks for their Surgical and Ground Teams each day, including water, energy bars, fruit, etc. Please consult with your team leads to identify their preferred o...
	Meals Your Surgical and Ground Teams should be securing their own lunches each day, with the Ground Team assisting with sourcing/ordering. HSUS staff should plan on “brown bagging” their own lunches each day.
	Daily Lead Briefing/Debriefing Each HSUS Lead should hold briefings with their Surgical and Ground Team Leads every morning to discuss plans for the day, and each evening to discuss concerns, process tweaks, etc. Consult with your leads about timing f...
	Media
	Please follow the instructions included in this packet for managing media inquiries, as well as processes and protocols for images, etc.
	Clinic Rules
	Clinic sites operate on a first-come, first-served basis (so you can expect lines of people to form very early). Your Ground Team will distribute color-coded wristbands (a different color for each surgical day; see Daily Wristbands, pg. 41) to each pe...
	Off-site Veterinary Care If an animal must be referred to an off-site veterinary clinic, the Ground Team Lead should be handling transport and other arrangements. HSUS staff should not transport any animals or guardians without express permission from...
	The University of Florida will be coordinating the compilation of a research manuscript of this unprecedented undertaking to be published in a veterinary scientific journal. The manuscript will cover patient characteristics and peri-operative outcomes...
	Each team is invited to select a veterinarian to contribute to the manuscript as a co-author along with Dr. Julie Levy (principal investigator), Dr. Katherine Polak (co-investigator), and Tara Loller (co-author). Authorship order for the remaining aut...
	The large size of the multi-site Spayathon™ event and standardized protocols provides a unique opportunity to leverage strong statistical power to describe HQHVSN MASH clinics on a scale never previously reported. This will be an important contributio...
	Logistics of data management:
	1. Volunteers will assist clients with completion of the clinic Data Form (intake form).
	2. The medical team will complete a medical record for each pet.
	3. On the back of the data sheet is a short table of procedures and outcomes for each animal. Each section of the table will be completed by the medical team or by volunteers based on information in the medical record.
	4. HSUS will provide data entry staff on-site to record animal information, procedures, and perioperative outcomes for each animal into a spreadsheet in real time.
	5. The data entry staff will flag questionable data and follow up with the medical team or client for clarification as needed.
	6. The spreadsheets will be sent to UF daily for review.
	7. The primary duty of the author assigned for each location will be to train and support the medical team on medical record completion so that all data is captured correctly.
	8. The author at each site will also review the records at the end of each day. This will allow for same-day recognition and correction of any missing/erroneous/conflicting information from the intake form and medical records.
	9. Based on previous projects of this kind, we can expect that some records will be incomplete or that some topics will be confusing to the clinic volunteers. In addition to training in form completion at the beginning of the clinic week, it will like...
	Data Entry Lead

	Getting Prepared
	Things to Bring
	Getting Set Up Onsite
	What You Should Have Onsite (Bundled on the HSUS Supply Pallets)
	Intake Forms and Data Entry
	Scanning and Hard Copy Form Handling
	To preserve the data and comply with OGC requirements, there are several items that need to be scanned and saved as PDF files. Please see the list below for what to do with each type of form.
	Daily Data Handling
	At the End of Each Day
	The Next Morning
	Patient Rechecks and Spreadsheet Editing
	End of Week
	Tech Issues?
	Column A – Date:  Enter the clinic date in M/D format (e.g., 2/24) and tab to the next cell. The date will autofill to full format (2/24/2020). Hint:  You can also enter the current date by hitting Ctrl + ; (control semicolon).  Column B – Location ID...
	Data Forms
	File name:  Data Forms_X6_022420_1 to 49 (using the appropriate location code, date, and form numbers). Please do your best to have them in order by ID number before scanning.
	File name:  Data Forms_X6_022420_1 to 49 (using the appropriate location code, date, and form numbers). Please do your best to have them in order by ID number before scanning.
	Original forms:  KEEP. Do not discard the original forms; they will be returned to HSUS headquarters at the close of the week.
	Original forms:  KEEP. Do not discard the original forms; they will be returned to HSUS headquarters at the close of the week.
	Client/Participant Waivers File name: Client Waivers_X6_022420_Part 1 (or Part 2, etc.)
	Client/Participant Waivers File name: Client Waivers_X6_022420_Part 1 (or Part 2, etc.)
	Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK (if there’s no shredder on site they can be taken to an office supply store which generally have shredding services).
	Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK (if there’s no shredder on site they can be taken to an office supply store which generally have shredding services).
	Cat Eartip Consent Forms
	It’s OK to scan these in one batch at the end of the week.
	File name: Eartip Forms_X6 (add Part 1, etc. if multiple batches.)
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these.
	Volunteer Waivers/Photo Release Forms
	It’s okay to scan these together. These can be kept and scanned in one batch at the end of the week.
	File name: Volunteer Waivers_X6_Part 1
	Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK
	Original forms:  SHRED AT END OF WEEK
	Team Lead Reports
	File name: Team Lead Report_X6_022420 (using appropriate location code and correct date)
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these.
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these.
	Incident Reports (Including Euthanasia/Necropsy Releases)
	File name examples:
	 Animal Incident_X6_022420_Dog 203 Princess (relevant animal’s species, ID number, name)
	Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week.
	Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week.
	Recheck Forms
	File name: Patient Recheck_X6_022420_203 (animal’s ID number)
	Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week.
	Original forms:  KEEP – original forms will be returned to HSUS headquarters at end of week.
	Voucher/Decline Logs
	File name: Voucher Log_X6
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these.
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK, there is no need to shred these.
	Post-Clinic Inventory
	File name: Inventory_X6
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK. You can take a picture of this since final inventory will likely take place after everything has been packed away. Your team lead will have more information on final pack-up and inventory.
	Original forms:  DISCARD AT END OF WEEK. You can take a picture of this since final inventory will likely take place after everything has been packed away. Your team lead will have more information on final pack-up and inventory.
	Dramatic Impact, Lasting Change
	There are many places around the world that struggle with pet overpopulation. Significant contributing factors are extreme poverty and lack of access to veterinary care, particularly teams trained in the high-quality, high-volume spay/neuter (HQHVSN) ...
	How did Spayathon™ come to be?
	Puerto Rico’s challenges are almost too numerous to mention: hundreds of thousands of street dogs and cats roaming freely; shelters are under-resourced and overwhelmed; virtually no spay/neuter infrastructure in existance; law enforcement uneducated a...
	Just as HSUS’ efforts to support Puerto Rico were producing results, Hurricane Maria brought devastation to the island, decimating its infrastructure, claiming an unprecedented loss of life, and forcing many to flee. Often those leaving the island wer...
	However, Maria also brought a silver lining: Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico. Thanks to its intensive animal welfare work on the island, HSUS was granted an Executive Order temporarily allowing outside veterinarians to practice on the island for the first ...
	Overseen and coordinated by HSUS, Spayathon™ pairs teams of national and international high-quality, high- volume spay/neuter (HQHVSN) groups with local animal welfare organizations to run up to 8 spay/neuter/ vaccination clinics simultaneously across...
	How does Spayathon™ work?
	Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico consists of dedicated surgical Rounds, held in quartlerly, or more frequent, intervals. During each Round, as many as 8 clinics are held simultaneously across the island to provide spay/neuter/vaccination services for owned ...
	Each clinic is overseen by a partnership between three entities: a Surgical Team, whose members are typically flown onto the island, which is responsible for ensuring quality animal care; a Ground Team, typically a Puerto Rican shelter or rescue group...
	Primary oversight for all clinics is provided by the HSUS Spayathon™ leadership. This 4-person team serves as legal liaison with the government, veterinary board and veterinary association, oversees and approves clinic locations, secures all necessary...
	Who is involved in Spayathon™?
	There are 28 formal Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico coalition members: the HSUS, Government of Puerto Rico, Greatergood.org, Junta Examinadora de Médicos Veterinarios de Puerto Rico, Petsmart Charities, Maddie’s Fund, Boehringer Ingelheim, Petco Foundation...
	In addition, there are numerous other groups that have made direct contributions of various types to the success of Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico, including: ASPCA, Boehringer Ingelheim, LupinePet, Dechra Pharmaceuticals, Pet King Brands, Royal Canin, Ch...
	How is Spayathon™ funded?
	When Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico was conceived in the beginning of 2018, it had not been contemplated as part of the official fiscal year budgets of HSUS or any of the teams, which meant all funding had to be raised by HSUS independently, and quickly. ...
	What are the primary goals of Spayathon™?
	Traditional spay/neuter support models rely either on subsidizing existing veterinary offices to secure low-priced surgeries for the community or engaging a single HQHVSN team to periodically operate a free clinic in an underserved location. Spayathon...
	 Altered and vaccinated at least 85,000 animals;
	 Provided HQHVSN training for local Puerto Rican veterinarians and their support staff to increase local capacity;
	 Left behind ample equipment to establish the island’s first permanent HQHVSN clinics.
	How does Spayathon™ ensure patient safety?
	Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico relies heavily on cooperation from independent HQHVSN teams already operating in locations around the world. Each team selected for participation has a demonstrated record of success, and each has its own unique operational ...
	 Hiring several veterinary experts to prepare surgical SOPs and oversee team operations;
	 Purchasing all necessary surgical equipment and prohibiting use of lower quality substitutes for autoclaves and other devices;
	 Mandating standardized surgical protocols, including anesthesia and drug protocols, and requiring tattooing of all sterilized animals;
	 Preparing and mandating use of standardized surgical and data tracking forms.
	What legal authorizations were necessary to create Spayathon™?
	Puerto Rico law currently forbids outside veterinarians not expressly licensed in Puerto Rico from performing spays/neuters and other veterinary services. To overcome this obstacle, HSUS works with government partners to secure legal authorization all...
	Prior to each Round, the HSUS provides proof of good standing for all non-Puerto Rican veterinarians participating in Spayathon™ to the Junta Examinadora de Médicos Veterinarios de Puerto Rico for issuance of temporary licenses.
	How will the success of Spayathon™ be measured?
	Collecting data surrounding the numbers of animals assisted during Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico has always been of paramount importance. Each Surgical Team is required to complete a data collection form tracking the number of surgeries performed, to all...
	But we have not stopped there – we recognized early on that Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico presented an unprecedented opportunity for broader data analysis of tens of thousands of pets exposed to MASH-style HQHVSN services. Dr. Julie Levy of the Universit...
	“Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico has been a labor of love for each of the organizations who have so generously donated their time, resources and expertise. Thank you for your interest in this life-saving work, and we hope that you will find the resources w...

	Whether you’re a Surgical Team member or a volunteer, everyone participating in Spayathon™ for Puerto Rico must strive to ensure that the overall experience is positive for everyone.
	Policy Purpose
	Policy Overview
	The HSUS is committed to protecting the safety, health and well-being of all employees and other individuals in our workplace, and we recognize that illegal drug use and alcohol abuse can pose a significant threat to our organization, its operations a...
	It is the responsibility of all employees-management and non-management staff-to ensure the achievement and maintenance of a safe and productive workplace.
	Employees must report to work and remain in a condition to perform their duties safely and effectively, with maximum efficiency.
	Covered Individuals and Applicability
	Prohibited Behavior
	Notification of Convictions
	Consequences
	Other Important Information
	Other Important Information
	Drug-Free Awareness Program
	Employee Assistance
	Confidentiality
	Special Circumstances
	Inspections and Searches
	Infractions Not Directly Covered by This Policy

	Instructions for making sure everything gets back to storage safely and can be easily rerouted back to you for the next Round.
	Vaccines/Rabies Stamps and Books
	Labeling Equipment
	Taking Inventory
	Preparing Items for Storage

	There will be numerous forms floating around your clinic site; here is a listing of each and general notes about how they are to be used:
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	Our Partners
	Spayathon™ Dates
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	Surgical Lead Contact Information
	Ground Team Contact Information
	HSUS Team Contact Information
	HSUS Team Responsibilities and Information
	Onsite HSUS Team Responsibilities
	Packing List Items
	University of Florida Data Study
	Data Entry User Guide
	Data Entry Cheat Sheet
	Paperwork and File Handling Cheat Sheet
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